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PROGRAM NOTES 
The Beethoven String Quartets 
The Early Quartets 
Beethoven waited a surprisingly long time to debut as a composer of string 
quartets, especially considering the popularity of the genre in Viennese salons. 
Perhaps he was simply reticent about competing so directly with Haydn, the 
acknowledged master of the medium, who produced fourteen of his greatest 
quartets (published as Opus 71 , 74, 76, and 77) between 1793 and 1799, 
Beethoven's first years in Vienna. Moreover, Beethoven's earliest chamber works 
were tied to the piano, his own instrument, beginning with the very first pieces that 
he deemed worthy of receiving an opus number, a set of three piano trios. But 
eventually, he weaned himself from the piano, largely through the medium of the 
string trio, and demonstrated complete mastery of the problems of composing for 
strings without piano in the Opus 3 and Opus 9 trios, as well as in the charming 
O.n~ 8 serenade. Yet he remained overly modest (as it seems to us) about quartet 
V\. • Not until 1798 did he begin work on a set of quartets, and most of the 
next two years was required to bring it to completion. The entire Opus 18 set 
was published in 180 I; they marked the end of the first stage of Beethoven's 
involvement with the string quartet, an involvement that was to last, on and off, for 
the rest of his life. 
The Middle Period Quartets 
Following the completion of the Opus 18 quartets, Beethoven avoided the string 
quartet medium for a time. The gap was not especially long-only about four 
years-but it was momentous for Beethoven's creative development. Those four 
years saw the creation of the Eroica Symphony, which marked the opening of the 
floodgates. Never again was Beethoven to be so prolific, turning out symphonies, 
concertos, quartets, sonatas, and an opera, along with many other works, all 
• projected on a scale much larger than before. Until very recently, it was always the 
middle period that people referred to when they spoke of Beethoven's style; the 
early works too were much influenced by his forebears, it was said, while the late 
ones were too bizarre and reche'rche. Even today, though we recognize the 
authentic Beethoven behind the masks of all three periods, we often feel that his 
"middle period" works are individual in a way not always true earlier (though even 
here, his enormous debt to Haydn and Mozart is still evident). Actually the so-
called "middle period" quartets were not composed in the same brief, relatively 
uninterrupted span as the early and late works. Opus 59 occupied Beethoven 
from 1805-6, but he also composed the Fourth Symphony, the Fourth Piano 
Concerto, the Appassionata Sonata, and Fidelio (in its first incarnation as Leonore) 
dur' · the same time. Opus 74 and Opus 95 did not come along until 1809 and 
I \1 . espectively, and few works are more diverse than these two siblings. Still, 
these five quartets have always been the most frequently performed and, rightly or 
not, their taut muscularity symbolizes our concept of what is Beethovenian. 
The Late Quartets 
Beethoven returned to the medium of the string quartet in 1824-following a 
break of some dozen years-after he had completed his Ninth Symphony, the last 
of the thirty-two piano sonatas, and the Missa Solemnis. The five late string quartets 
thus became Beethoven's final musical testament, containing some of the most 
personal music he ever wrote. For the rest of the century, response to these works 
was either patronizing (the assumption being that they were so "odd" simply 
because Beethoven's deafness caused him to miscalculate the musical effect) or 
downright hostile (one French composer referred to them as "the muddy source 
from which has flowed all the bad music of the last half-century"). This is ironic, 
because Beethoven's contemporaries heard them without undue alarm. Yet even as 
late as the I 880's, more than half a century after Beethoven's death, a Boston 
reviewer reported a performance of one of them and wondered in print whether 
the performers or the audience were more confused by the piece. Still, these 
quartets had an extraordinary influence on some composers-among them 
Wagner, Elgar, Schoenberg, and Bart6k. Eventually, the master inherent in this 
music became widely recognized by listeners as well. 
Quartet in D Major, Op. 18, No. 3 
Carl Czerny and other early witnesses claim that this was the first quartet 
Beethoven composed, and the sketches seem to bear this out (though it is possible 
that parts, at least, of the C Minor Quartet, published as No. 4, go back to the 
Bonn period). It was not placed at the head of the set of six quartets on the advice 
of Schuppanzigh, the first violinist who premiered most of them. He maintained 
that the gracefully shaped phrases of this quartet in D, its gently soaring violin line 
winding down in sinuous curves, would make a better impression if placed within 
the set. But this is not to say that the D Major quartet lacks either energy or 
imagination. Much of Beethoven's concern, though, is with technically smooth 
connections and regularly balanced phrases; thus the diversions count for that 
much more. 
The beginning, with unaccompanied violin outlining a seventh and waiting, poised, 
for the others to produce a chord against which it might settle downward, is 
utterly unique. The transition lands suddenly in a very foreign key, but Beethoven 
hurries out of it to the expected secondary key of A Major and brings the 
exposition to an end with dramatic, chromatic cello part climbing in half-steps from 
A to C-sharp, which harmonizes both the repeat of the exposition (the first time) 
and the beginning of the development (the second time). The course of the 
development itself is polite and stereotyped, but it ends by landing on a distant C-
sharp triad spread fortissimo from top to bottom of the texture. The violins drop 
away, leaving only the lower voices, and, by hearkening back to the end of the 
exposition, we suddenly find ourselves at home, as the violins bring on the 
recapitulation. 
The "slow movement" is not especially slow in this quartet. A lovely lyric idea in 
the second violin is soon picked up by the first, while the second decorates it with 
new counterpoint. The whole air of indolence belies the contrapuntal riches 
hidden within. The third movement, called neither Minuet nor Scherzo, but simply 
marked Allegro, grows from a curiously earthbound phrase that begins to climb 
and soar in the consequent. The middle section ("Minore" rather than "Trio"), 
suggests binary form at the outset, but the second strain fades off into insubstantial 
nothingness and a return to the "Maggiore." 
The finale is a splendidly energetic, headlong rush devised to allow varying 
harmonic implications. After bringing in the jaunty second theme, Beethoven 
explores brief extensions with lightning harmonic shifts. The development is a 
brilliant contrapuntal tour de force, with canons, inversions, fragmentary 
developments and fugues; the recapitulation culminates in a new counterpoint to 
the main theme, which is moved off its original position in the measure, so that the 
rhythmic jolt adds one last ounce of surprise and wit. 
Grosse Fuge in B-flat Major, Op. 133 
~"' thoven originally wrote this truly extraordinary music to serve as the finale of 
.~ tring Quartet No. I 3 in B-flat, published as Op. I 30. But the "Great Fugue" 
that ended the quartet proved to be so challenging, both to listeners and 
performers, that Beethoven eventually replaced it with a finale of a more traditional 
character, and published the Great Fugue as a separate piece. 
Today, quartets occasionally play the Op. 130 quartet with the original finale as the 
culmination, following the composer's original vision. But, since Beethoven 
·published it with a separate opus number, he clearly felt that the final movement 
could stand on its own. 
During his last years, Beethoven was increasingly interested in fugue (examples are 
scattered throughout the late works, including a spectacular choral fugue in the 
finale of the Ninth Symphony). In this movement for string quartet, though, he 
seems determined to answer a challenge implicitly laid down by his old 
counterpoint teacher Albrechtsberger, who, in a study of fugal writing, listed all the 
" decorations and artifices" possible with the comment that it would be difficult to 
fit them all into a single work. Beethoven, however, does manage to work them all 
into his Great Fugue, including _one device of Albrechtsberger's invention, and thus 
produces, like Johann Sebastian Bach, his own monumental "Art of Fugue." 
The unusual character of the Great Fugue came about as a result of its original 
purpose as the finale of Opus 130, a quartet in which Beethoven emphasized 
extremes of contrast. The Great Fugue itself exhibits an astonishing range of such 
extremes, growing out of the very opening (labeled "Overtura" by Beethoven), 
which anticipates several of the fugal themes to come, though not in the order in 
which they will appear, while recalling passages from the earlier movements of the 
q11~rtet. Of course the link backwards is lost when the Great Fugue is played by 
1 but there is nonetheless plenty to concentrate on as it unfolds: the diversity 
ot material, the unparalleled rhythmic complexity (one imagines Elliot Carter in 
certain passages), and the emotional breadth from chaotic violence to mysterious 
calm to powerful triumph. 
Music students today tend to learn fugal writing as a moribund academic exercise. 
Beethoven's rethinking of Bach's art (which he learned as a youngster, studying the 
"48" with Neefe) is quite the opposite: he combines the contrapuntal formality of 
the Baroque fugue with elements of variation and sonata form to dramatize it, 
producing in the end a work that is utterly unique. The daring freedom and 
flexibility with which he develops his material are unprecedented, and the 
thorough going way in which the melodic figures of the fugue subject penetrate the 
entire musical fabric already distantly foreshadow (to those gifted with 20/20 
hindsight) the total chromaticism of Schoenberg and the development of twelve-
tone music. The Grosse Fuge is one of those rare works that is fundamentally 
challenging-for performers and audiences alike-and will remain forever an 
"avant-garde" composition, and a talisman of Beethoven's extraordinary musical 
vision. 
String Quartet in F major, Opus 59, No. I 
By 1806, when Beethoven began to work out the final version of this quartet (he 
had apparently begun sketches as early as the fall of 1804), he had been away { ,) 
the medium of the string quartet since completing the Opus 18 set, the works ttidc 
earned him his spurs as a quartet composer, in 1800. In the few intervening years 
he had developed important new approaches in his style while composing his first 
three symphonies, several piano sonatas, and the first version of his opera, 
ultimately called Fidelio. Of these works. it is especially the recently completed 
Eroica Symphony that seems closest to the F-major quartet in scope , grandeur, and 
palpable heroic qualities. 
The Opus 59 quartets were Beethoven's response to a commission from the 
Russian ambassador to Vienna, Count Andrei Razumovski; it was apparently as a 
graceful gesture to him that Beethoven included popular Russian melodies, 
borrowed from a printed collection of folk tunes,. in the first and second of the 
quartets. 
The very opening-a fragment of scale followed by a little turn figure-appears in 
the cello under a pulsating rhythm, but does not come to rest before being taken 
over by the first violin, which leads into ever higher spheres while the lower 
instruments harmonize the close of the phrase as a massive point of arrival, the 
first unambiguous indication of the tonality. So powerful an opening idea can only 
introduce a movement of mammoth proportions, and this is, by a comfortable 
margin, the longest quartet first movement Beethoven ever wrote. It is a movement 
filled with surprises: what sounds like a repeat of the exposition turns into the 
lengthy eventful development, which in turn is capped by a brief double fugue 
before winding down to the recapitulation. But instability reigns there as in the 
beginning, for when the opening theme finally recurs, its arrival is at first hidden 
under a descending line in the first violin; even then it is anything but a literal 
repeat, for it soon opens out into a long harmonic detour. Only in the coda d ) 
that first theme appear, at last, in a clearly and solidly harmonized form that allays 
all doubts (in this respect it echoes his handling of the tense opening theme of the 
Eroica, which similarly returns in triumph at the end of the coda). 
The second movement, with its famous opening solo cello theme on a single note, 
was for many years the object of derision. In 1812, for example, when it was to be 
played for the first time in Moscow, the famous cellist Bernhard Romberg is said to 
have trampled his part underfoot as "a contemptible mystification." Part of the 
mystery may well have been Beethoven's original treatment of formal problems, for 
the movement combines elements of sonata form with the layout of a scherzo-and-
trio (in which both scherzo and trio recur an extra time, a favorite Beethovenian 
device); the wide-ranging harmonic sweep and the development section following 
the first trio help lend this movement an air of musical wit at its best and most 
serious. It is worth noting, too, that rhythm is so fundamental to Beethoven's art 
that we can identify many of his themes by the rhythm alone; the cello gambit here 
is only one of many examples. 
The slow movement comes as a shock after the energy and verve of the two 
preceding movements, compressing all the devices of unrelieved pathos into its 
opening measures. At the head of this movement Beethoven wrote into his 
manuscript the words "A weeping willow or acadia tree over my brother's grave," 
a ly fictitious inspiration, sinc·e both his brothers were alive (psychoanalysts 
h~ ad a good deal to say about it, though). At the end a soaring violin cadenza 
closing in a trill on the dominant links it directly with the final movement and the 
introduction to the Theme Russe. 
Not the least of Beethoven's witty ideas in this exhilarating movement, which 
borders at times on parody, is the fact that he has taken a tune that was originally 
in the minor key and used it as the basis of a finale in the major by its adroit 
placement on the scale (as D minor), where it shares virtually all the notes except 
one with the home key of F major. But that one note of contention (C or C-
sharp?) is responsible for much of the jesting. 
-Program notes written by Steven Ledbetter 
THE ARTISTS 
The Muir Quartet, Quartet-in-Residence at Boston University, begins its 24'h 
anniversary this season. It has long been acknowledged as one of the world's most 
powerful and insightful ensembles, distinguishing itself among audiences and critics 
with its "exhilarating involvement" (Boston Globe), "impeccable voicing and 
intonation" (San Francisco Examiner) and "unbridled musicality"(American Record 
Guide). 
Winner of the 1981 Naumburg Chamber Music Award and 1980 Evian 
International String Quartet Competition, the Muir first appeared on the scene in 
. 1980, and was greeted with rave reviews and an extensive feature in the New 
Y0~' . The quartet was also featured on the internationally acclaimed PBS 
b1 ·ast, In Performance at the White House for President and Mrs. Reagan. 
Formed in 1979 following graduation from the Curtis Institute of Music, the Muir 
String Quartet's principal chamber music teachers were Felix Galimir and 
members of the Guarneri Quartet. 
In its commitment to advancing contemporary American music, the Muir Quartet 
has had commissioned works written for them by such distinguished somposers as 
Lukas Foss (Str ing Quartet No. 4), Joan Tower (Night Fields) , Sheila Silver (From 
Darkness Emerging), Richard Daniel pour (Shadow Dances and Psalms of Sorrow -
featured on CVS Sunday Morning), Richard Wilson (Third String Quartet), and 
Charles Fussell (Being Music -based on poetry of Walt Whitman). The quartet also 
gave the world premiere performance of the Native American collaborative work, 
Circle of Faith, featured on National Public Radio. Recently premiered works include 
those by esteemed American composers Richard Danielpour (Feast of Fools - for 
bassoon and string quartet), John Goodman (String Quartet No. I), Ezra Laderman 
(String Quartets Nos. 9 and I 0), and Joelle Wallach (String Quartet No. 3). 
The Muir Quartet has been in residence at Boston University's College of Fine Arts 
since 1983, and gives annual summer workshops at the Boston University 
Tanglewood Institute. The Muir has also given masterclasses at schools nationwide, 
including the Eastman School of Music, the Curtis Institute, and the Shepherd 
School of Music at Rice University in Houston, Texas. For over a decade, the _ 
quartet has taught, coached, and administered the Advanced Quartet Progra f 
the Summit Institute for the Arts and Humanities in Utah, formerly the Snowbird 
Institute now in Park City, Utah, where the Muir works in tandem with composer 
Joan Tower. 
In keeping with the quartet's namesake, the great naturalist, explorer and Sierra 
Club Founder, John Muir, the quartet donates proceeds from its much-touted 
EcoClassics CDs to a variety of environmental and conservation organizations. Its 
recording of the Beethoven Quartets (Op. 132 and the Grosse Fuge) on this label 
received a 1995 Grammy nomination. The most recent EcoClassics release is a 
mixed repertoire CD with flutist Carol Wincenc and baritone Douglas Webster. 
The Muir can also be heard on recording for ADDA/Qualiton and EMI, for which it 
received two Grand Prix du Disque. 
H ighlights of recent and upcoming appearances include cit ies such as New York, 
Chicago, Los Angeles, San Francisco, Philadelphia, Detroit, Vancouver, Montreal, 
Seattle, Cincinnati, Pittburgh, Phoenix, Toronto, Houston, and Minneapolis. The 
quartet's busy European concert schedule also takes them frequently throughout 
Germany, France, Austria, Switzerland, Belgium, and the Netherlands. 
The Muir has been lauded for its stunning performances of complete Beethoven 
String Quartet cycles in Boston, Providence, Salt Lake City, Bozeman (Montana), the 
University of Maryland, and on the prestigious Slee Series in Buffalo. The 2002-03 
and 2003-04 seasons will bring encore performances of the Beethoven Cycle in 
Boston and Providence by the Muir. 
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